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There’s something special about a retro style watch. Armitron® knows retro. Armitron® has 
been designing watches since 1975, and were on the cutting edge of the digital revolution 
during the 1980s. Part of that revolution included digital watches that everyone had to have. 
Today, those watches are making a comeback in a big way, and Armitron® has the retro style 
watches that capture the spirit of these decades gone by, like the Rogue™, a sport watch 
designed to look like a blast from the past. This holiday season, you can give the gift of retro 
style with any of the watches in the Armitron® Retro Collection. You may even find a little 
something for yourself. 
 

 
 
The Quintessential Digital Retro Watch 
 
If you know anyone who’s a fan of retro design and digital watches, Armitron® has exactly what 
you’re looking for. One of these watches is the Griffy™. The Griffy™ is available in several styles, 
including silver/red, silver/green, gold/red, and black/red. It features a bold digital readout 
straight out of the late 70s and early 80s. It’s encased in a minimalist stainless steel case 
straight out of the same era. The retro timepiece comes together with a stainless steel bracelet. 
When you want to go retro, the Griffy™ answers the call. 
 

https://www.armitron.com/collections/men-watches-collection-pro-sport
https://www.armitron.com


A Retro Style Watch with Sports Heritage 
 
When digital watches hit the scene in the 70s, it didn’t take long before they became a sports 
staple. In the 80s and 90s, sport watches were everywhere. Armitron® has a full collection of 
sport watches for men and women, so you can find the perfect one for your fitness routine. 
The Rogue™ watch has all the functionality and features of a sports watch with retro style case 
and band in either black or blue. This is the kind of sports watch you can wear for practically 
any occasion. Because it’s so easy to style and so easy to wear, it makes for a great gift. 
 
The Best of Both Retro Worlds  
 
The Ridgemont™ is a retro-inspired watch that brings together an analog and digital face in a 
squared case right out of the 80s. The gold-toned case, band, and dial make it even better. It’s 
another Armitron® classic that can be dressed up or down. Its versatility makes it a style that 
any watch enthusiast is sure to love. The Ridgemont™ is just as smart as it is timeless. 
 
Another excellent example of a retro watch that offers both a digital and analog display is the 
Flashback™. It’s available in three different colorways, including iridescent/black, complete with 
a black mesh bracelet, a transparent dial, and an iridescent plated case. All these stand-out 
features come together for a watch that boasts distinctive retro style combined with modern 
flair. 
 
Whether you’re looking for a digital watch, a gold watch for women, or a sport watch to keep 
you going, Armitron® has the perfect selection to find a watch that meets your needs. 
 
Check out the full collection of retro watches from Armitron® at https://www.armitron.com/ 
 
Original Source: https://bit.ly/49TfApe 
 

  

 

https://www.armitron.com/collections/men-watches-collection-pro-sport
https://www.armitron.com/collections/women/gold
https://www.armitron.com/
https://bit.ly/49TfApe

